
ON THE SPATIALLY HOMOGENEOUS LANDAUEQUATION FOR HARD POTENTIALSPART II : H-THEOREM AND APPLICATIONSL. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIAbstract. We �nd a lower bound for the entropy dissipation ofthe spatially homogeneous Landau equation with hard potentials interms of the entropy itself. We deduce from this explicit estimateson the speed of convergence towards equilibrium for the solution ofthis equation. In the case of so-called overmaxwellian potentials,the convergence is exponential. We also compute a lower bound forthe spectral gap of the associated linear operator in this setting.Contents1. Introduction and main result 12. Entropy dissipation : �rst method 83. Entropy dissipation : second method 134. The trend towards equilibrium : overmaxwellian case 155. Improved results 186. The trend towards equilibrium : the case of true hardpotentials 207. Poincar�e-type inequalities and applications 238. Entropy dissipation and regularity estimates 25Appendix A. De�nition of the entropy dissipation 26Appendix B. Approximation of the entropy dissipation 28References 291. Introduction and main resultWe recall the spatially homogeneous Landau equation (Cf. [8, 18]),@f@t (t; v) = Q(f; f)(t; v); v 2 RN; t � 0;(1) 1



2 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIwhere f is a nonnegative function and Q is a nonlinear quadratic op-erator acting on the variable v only,Q(f; f)(v) = @@vi �ZRN dv� aij(v � v�)�f� @f@vj (v)� f @f@vj (v�)�� ;(2)where f� = f(v�), and the convention of Einstein for repeated indicesis (and will systematically be) used.Here, (aij(z))ij (z 2 RN) is a nonnegative symmetric matrix functionwith only one degenerate direction, namely that of z. More precisely,aij(z) = �ij(z)	(jzj);(3)where 	 is a nonnegative cross section and�ij(z) = �ij � zizjjzj2(4)is the orthogonal projection onto z? = fy = y � z = 0g:We address the reader to Part I of this work [13] for references onthe subject.The Landau equation is obtained as a limit of the Boltzmann equa-tion when grazing collisions prevail. The terminology concerning thecross section is therefore closely related to that of the Boltzmann equa-tion.In this paper, we shall deal with di�erent types of cross sections	. We recall the important particular case of Maxwellian molecules(coming out of an inverse power force in r�(2N�1)),	(jzj) = jzj2:(5)Any cross section 	, such that 	 is locally integrable and satisfying	(jzj) � jzj2(6)will be called overmaxwellian (of course Maxwellian molecules are over-maxwellian).The \true" hard potentials cross section (coming out of an inversepower force in r�s for s > 2N � 1) is	(jzj) = jzj+2(7)for some  2 (0; 1). Such a cross section is not overmaxwellian be-cause of its behavior near z = 0. We therefore de�ne \modi�ed" hardpotentials by the requirements that 	 is of class C2, overmaxwellian,and 	(jzj) � jzj+2 as jzj ! +1:(8)



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 3Note that multiplication of 	 by a given strictly positive constantamounts to a simple rescaling of time.For a given nonnegative initial datum fin, we shall use the notationsM(fin) = ZRN fin(v) dv; E(fin) = 12 ZRN fin(v)jvj2 dv;H(fin) = ZRN fin(v) log fin(v) dv;for the initial mass, energy and entropy. It is classical that if fin � 0and M(fin); E(fin);H(fin) are �nite, then fin belongs toL log L = �f 2 L1(RN); ZRN jf(v)j j log�jf(v)j�j dv < +1� :The solutions of the Landau equation satisfy (at least formally, thanksto the change of variables (v; v�) $ (v�; v)) the conservation of mass,momentum and energy, that isM(f(t; �)) � ZRN f(t; v) dv = ZRN fin(v) dv = M(fin);(9) ZRN f(t; v) v dv = ZRN fin(v) v dv;(10) E(f(t; �)) � ZRN f(t; v) jvj22 dv = ZRN fin(v) jvj22 dv = E(fin):(11)They also satisfy (at the formal level) the entropy dissipation identityddtH(f(t; �)) = �D(f(t; �));(12)where H is the entropyH(f) � ZRN f(v) log f(v) dv;(13)and D is the entropy dissipation functionalD(f) = �ZRN Q(f; f)(v) log f(v) dv(14)



4 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI= 12 Z ZRN�RN aij(v � v�) ff��@iff (v)� @iff (v�)��@jff (v)� @jff (v�)� � 0:Due to the singularities at points where f vanishes, this formula isnot very convenient for a mathematical study. Therefore, as in [26], weshall rewrite the entropy dissipation for the Landau equation in a formwhich makes sense under very little assumptions on f . Since, formally,pff��rff (v)� rff (v�)� = 2�pf�rpf(v)�pfrpf (v�)�= 2 (rv �rv�)pff�;the entropy dissipation is2Z Z dv dv� a(v � v�)(r�r�)pff� (r�r�)pff�:In other words, D(f) = 12 jjKjj2L2(RN�RN);(15)whereK(v; v�) = 2�(v � v�)	1=2(jv � v�j) (rv �rv�)pf(v) f(v�):We show in Appendix A that K is well{de�ned as a distribution onRN � RN as soon as 	 is locally integrable and f 2 L1(RN). Inparticular, as noted in [26], this allows to cover the physical cases where	 has a singularity at the origin. Hence, formula (15) enables us tode�ne D(f) as an element of [0;+1] in the most general case, and weshall always consider it as the de�nition of the entropy dissipation. Ofcourse, with this convention, formula (14) holds only under suitableregularity assumptions on f (and its logarithm).The equality D(f) = 0 holds (at the formal level, and when f;	 > 0a.e.) only if for all v; v� 2 RN,r(log f)(v)�r(log f)(v�) = �v;v�(v � v�)for some �v;v� 2 R. It is easy to check that this implies that for allv 2 RN, rf(v) = �v + V for some �xed � 2 R and V 2 RN. Thisensures in turn that f is a Maxwellian function of v,f(v) = �(2�T )N=2 e� (v�u)22T �M�;u;T (v);(16)



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 5for some u 2 RN, �; T > 0. A rigorous proof (under suitable assump-tions on f) can be found for instance in [23]. Other proofs shall begiven in the present paper.This theorem is the Landau version of Boltzmann's H-theorem, inview of which it is expected that a solution f(t; �) of the Landauequation converges when t ! +1 towards the Maxwellian functionMf =M�f ;uf ;T f de�ned by�f = ZRN f(v) dv; �f uf = ZRN f(v) v dv;and ZRN f(v) jvj2 dv = �f juf j2 +N T f :The purpose of this paper is to study the speed of convergence of f(t; �)towards Mf . Let us summarize briey the state of the art concern-ing the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to the spatially homoge-neous Boltzmann and Landau equations. The reader will �nd manyreferences (but unfortunately not the most recent ones) in [12] on thegeneral problem of the behavior when t! +1 of the solutions of theBoltzmann equation in various settings, including the full x{dependentequation.In the homogeneous setting, we are aware of essentially two types oftheorems :� The results by Arkeryd [2] and Wennberg [27] give exponentialconvergence towards equilibrium for the spatially homogeneousBoltzmann equation with hard (or Maxwellian) potentials in weigh{ted Lp norms, namelykf �Mfk � Ce��t;but with a rate � > 0 (depending on the initial datum), which isobtained by a compactness argument and is therefore not explicit.These results are based on the study of the spectral properties ofthe linearized Boltzmann operator.� On the other hand, Carlen and Carvalho obtain in [4, 5] an esti-mate which gives only at most algebraic decay for the Boltzmannequation (with Maxwellian molecules or hard-spheres), but whichis completely explicit (though rather complicated). These resultsrely on a precise study of the entropy dissipation DB of the Boltz-mann equation. A function � (with �(0) = 0) is computed in



6 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIsuch a way thatDB(f) � ��H(f) �H(Mf )�:This function � is strictly increasing from 0 (but very slowly). Asa consequence, it is shown in [5] how, for a given initial datum finand " > 0, one can compute T"(fin) > 0 such thatt � T"(fin) =) kf(t)�MfkL1 � ":The results by Carlen and Carvalho have been applied successfully toseveral situations, for example in the context of an hydrodynamical{type limit, or in order to study the trend to equilibrium when initialdata have in�nite entropy.We also note that the optimal rate of convergence for the Boltz-mann equation with Maxwellian molecules was recently obtained byCarlen, Gabetta and Toscani in [6], using a completely di�erent ap-proach, which does not seem easily adaptable to other potentials.We �nally mention that a general but somewhat weaker entropydissipation inequality was established by the �rst author of this workin [11] (Cf. also [28]) for various collision operators including Landau(under suitable assumptions on 	). This estimate would imply a local(in velocity variable) convergence towards equilibrium, in some sense,which is essentially in O(t�1=2), if the solutions were known to satisfycertain additional technical assumptions. The results of this paper arenot used here. Some of its ideas are however retained (Cf. section 3).We shall not try here to use the spectral gap of the linearized operator(Cf. [10]), but we shall focus as in [4] and [5] on the entropy dissipationD(f). In fact, as we shall show in section 7, from our work one canrecover an explicit estimate of the spectral gap of the linearized Landauoperator in the case of overmaxwellian molecules. Such an estimateseems di�cult to obtain by classical methods using Weyl's theorem(i.e. the property that the essential spectrum is unchanged by compactperturbations).Our study relies on the use of the Fisher information,I(f) � Z jrf j2f = 4Z jrpf j2;(17)which has already been successfully used in related problems by Carlenand Carvalho [4] and Toscani [22] (respectively for the Boltzmann andthe linear Fokker{Planck equations). In particular, our use of the log-arithmic Sobolev inequality was inspired by this last work.



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 7We now state our main result. For s > 0, we use the notationL1s(RN) = �f 2 L1(RN);Z jf(v)j(1 + jvj2)s=2 dv < +1� :Theorem 1. Let f be in L12(RN), and Q a be Landau operator withovermaxwellian cross section (i.e. 	(jzj) � jzj2). Then there exists� > 0 explicitly computable and depending only on �f ; uf ; and the N2scalars P fij = ZRN f(v) vivj dv;such that D(f) � ��I(f)� I(Mf)�:(18)Theorem 1 will be proven in section 2 by a simple computation, whichrelies on explicit calculations done in [24] for Maxwellian molecules(that is, 	(jzj) = jzj2). The reader may �nd this proof somewhat un-satisfactory, in that it seems to be heavily dependent on the particularstructure of the Landau equation with Maxwellian molecules. This iswhy we present in section 3 another proof, which has interest in itself,and gives the same result (though with a smaller �).Section 4 is devoted to the applications of theorem 1 to the Landauequation with overmaxwellian cross sections. Exponential decay (in L1norm) is proven with an explicit rate. An interesting feedback propertydue to the nonlinearity of the equation is detailed. It allows one to getbetter constants in the rate of decay than one could expect at �rstsight.However, the relaxation times obtained in section 4 are still verylarge if the initial datum is only assumed to have �nite mass, energyand entropy. In section 5, we show how to remove this drawback,and get realistic relaxation times, with a rate which di�ers from the(optimal) relaxation rate for the linear Fokker-Planck equation only bya factor 1=6 (in dimension 3). At this point, the entropy dissipationis used as a control of the concentration, or equivalently the weak L1compactness.Then, in section 6, we deal with \true" hard potentials. Algebraicdecay with explicit constants is proven for the solution of the Landauequation in this case. Thanks to the result in [13], we also prove thatthe convergence holds in fact in H1(RN), and that the solution isglobally (in time) stable with respect to its initial datum. As in [13],this global stability also holds with respect to small perturbations ofthe cross section 	.



8 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIIn section 7, we show how our work can be used to get estimates forthe linearized Landau kernel. Namely, inequalities such as (18) enableus to �nd simple re�nements of results of Degond and Lemou (Cf. [10]).Finally, in section 8, we give a last application of inequality (18).Namely, under rather weak conditions, the weak cluster points f ofasymptotically grazing solutions of the Boltzmann equation (Cf. [13])have automatically a square root belonging to L2loc(R+t ;H1(RNv )).Useful results concerning the de�nition and approximations of D(f)are given in Appendix A and B.To conclude this introduction, we mention that among the numer-ous remaining open problems in this subject, the possibility of �ndingestimates in the case of soft potentials (i.e.  < 0) seems to be aparticularly interesting and di�cult question.2. Entropy dissipation : first methodFirst proof of theorem 1. In sections 2 and 3, we shall assume thatZRN f(v) dv = 1; ZRN f(v) v dv = 0; ZRN f(v) jvj2 dv = N;(19)which amounts to a simple change of coordinates of the form(t; v) �! (a t; b v + c); a; b 2 R; c 2 RN:(20)Then, M will denote the centered Maxwellian with normalized massand temperature, M(v) = Mf (v) = e� jvj22(2�)N=2 :(21)We recall that I(M) = N:Next, it is clear that the entropy dissipation depends linearly on 	. Inparticular, ifDk is the entropy dissipation corresponding to the Landauoperator with cross section 	k,	2 � 	1 =) D2(f) � D1(f):Therefore, we only need to prove Theorem 1 for 	(jzj) = jzj2. More-over, thanks to the lemma of Appendix B, it is enough to prove the-orem 1 when f 2 S and j log f j is bounded by C (1 + jvj2) for someC > 0. Note that as far as the evolution problem for the Landau equa-tion with reasonable potentials is concerned, we need theorem 1 onlyfor such smooth functions f , thanks to our study in [13]. We shallhowever need theorem 1 in its full generality when giving applications



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 9to the regularity of the weak cluster points to Boltzmann equation (Cf.section 8).It is shown in [24] that for a Maxwellian cross section and a normal-ized initial datum,Q(f; f) = Nr � (rf + fv)� �Pij@ijf +r � (fv)�+���f;(22)where ��� denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator of spherical di�u-sion. We recall that in the physically realistic case N = 3, usingthe usual spherical coordinates (r; �; �) de�ned by v1 = r sin � cos �,v2 = r sin � sin�, v3 = r cos �, the action of the Laplace-Beltrami oper-ator is de�ned by���f = 1sin �@�(sin � @�f) + 1sin2 �@��f:We �rst note that the contribution of ��� to the entropy dissipationis nonnegative. Indeed (supposing that N = 3 for simplicity),Z ���f log f r2 sin � dr d� d�= Z @�(sin �@�f) log f r2 dr d� d� + Z @��f log f 1sin2 �r2 sin �dr d� d�=� Z j@�f j2f r2 sin �dr d� d�� Z j@�f j2f 1sin2 �r2 sin �dr d� d�= �Z jr��f j2f ;(23)where (in polar coordinates)r��f = 0B@ 0@�f1sin �@�f 1CA :A direct proof without spherical coordinates is also obtained very easily.The quantity (23) vanishes only for radially symmetric functions,and we note that it is very large when r ! +1 compared with theentropy dissipation induced by a usual Laplace operator. This suggeststhat solutions to the Landau equation have a tendency to become radialrather fast. However, we shall not use this information in the sequel.Noting thatZ fv � r(log f) = Z v � rf = �N Z f = �N;



10 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIwe easily see that the entropy dissipation induced by the terms in (22)other than ��� isN Z jrf j2f � Pij Z @if@jff �N(N � 1):(24)As in [24], we can always assume that (Pij) is diagonal. Indeed,q : ~e 2 RN 7�! Z f(v)(v;~e)(v;~e) dvde�nes a (nonnegative) quadratic form, so that there exists an or-thonormal basis (~e1; : : : ; ~eN) which is also orthogonal for q. Let usde�ne the "directional temperatures"Ti = Z fv2i :With these notations,D(f) �Xi (N � Ti)Z (@if)2f �N(N � 1):(25)We recall the following elementary lemma (Cf. also [25]).Lemma 1. Consider �1; ::; �N � 0. Under the constraintsf � 0; Z f = 1; Z f vi = 0; Z fv2i = Ti;one has Xi �i Z (@if)2f �Xi �iTi :(26)Proof. First note that, by density, it is su�cient to treat the case whenf is smooth and nonvanishing. Then0 � �i Z �@iff � @igg �2 f;(27)where g(v) =Yi e� v2i2Tip2�Ti ;and @ig = �(vi=Ti) g. Expanding (27), we obtain0 � �i Z (@if)2f + 2�i Z @if viTi + �i Z v2iT 2i f= �i Z (@if)2f � 2�iTi + �iTi ;



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 11which proves the lemma.We now come back to the proof of theorem 1. Let us set� = min(N � Ti);(28)and write D(f) � ��I(f)� I(M)�� (N � Ti � �)Xi Z (@if)2f �N(N � 1 � �):Applying lemma 1, we getD(f) � ��I(f)� I(M)� �Xi N � Ti � �Ti �N(N � 1� �)= (N � �) Xi 1Ti �N! :This last quantity is nonnegative. Indeed, sincePi Ti = N , one hasXi 1Ti �N =Xi Ti� 1Ti � 1�2 :Finally, noting that � � minTi;we see that � > 0 (since f cannot be concentrated on a single axis),and theorem 1 is proven (note that � is explicit and depends only onTi under assumption (19), on �f , uf and the N2 scalars R f vivj ingeneral).We conclude this section by showing how � can be explicitly esti-mated (from below) by a function of M(f), E(f) and~H(f) = ZRN f j log f jdv(note that these quantities are controlled byM(fin), E(fin) and H(fin)when one deals with a solution of the Landau equation).Proposition 2. Let s � 2 and assume that f belongs to L1s \ L log L,and satis�es (19). Then,� � minTi(f) � 1512 � 16(N�1)=sjBN�1j2 e�16 ~H(f)jjf jj2(N�1)=sL1s(RN) ;(29)



12 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIwhere jBN�1j denotes the volume of the unit ball in dimension N � 1.In particular, for s = 2,Ti(f) � 1512 � 4N�1jBN�1j2 e�16 ~H(f)(N + 1)N�1 :(30)Proof. For any R > 0,Z f(v)1jvj�R dv � jjf jjL1s(RN)Rs ;hence Z f(v)1jvj�R dv � 1� jjf jjL1s(RN)Rs :By lemma 6 of Part I of the present work,Z f1jvj�Rjvij�� � ";with 2 � jBN�1jRN�1 = "=(2 exp(2 ~H(f)=")).Therefore,Z f(v) v2i dv � �2�1 � jjf jjL1s(RN)Rs � "�= "216 jBN�1j2R2(N�1)e4 ~H(f)=" �1� jjf jjL1s(RN)Rs � "� :Choosing R = (4 jjf jjL1s(RN))1=s, " = 1=4, we obtain the desired inequal-ity.It is clear that this estimate is very rough, and that many otherchoices of R, s and " are possible, depending on the context. If oneapplies crudely estimate (30) to a function f such that ~H(f) is of theorder of ~H(Mf ), one �nds a rate � whose order of magnitude is approx-imately 10�36. Better estimates can be obtained by di�erent choicesof R, s and ", but the very small factor e�4 ~H(f)=" can never be muchbigger than e�17 (in dimension 3), which is really very bad ! (compareto the linear Fokker-Planck equation, for which the rate correspondingto � is of order 1, see [22]). The main cause is that the estimate inL log L is very poor for controlling the concentration of f .In many cases, we know that in fact f 2 L1([0;+1)� RN). Thisis true for example for hard and modi�ed hard potentials, even if theinitial datum is not smooth, and this allows better estimates : for



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 13instance, Z f1jvj�Rjvi j�� � 2 � jBN�1j kfkL1 RN�1:3. Entropy dissipation : second methodSecond proof of theorem 1. Here we shall recover the previous resultwith a di�erent method. The idea is to try to transform the proof ofthe case of equality in the H{theorem into an explicit inequality. Weknow that we can restrict ourselves to the case of Maxwellian molecules.Moreover, we assume N = 3 for simplicity and suppose as in the previ-ous section that f 2 S(R3) with j log f j at most quadratically increas-ing.For any function (v; v�) 7�! �v;v�, we de�neR(v; v�) = rff (v)� rff (v�) � �v;v�(v � v�):For any circular permutation (i; j; k) of (1; 2; 3), one hash(v � v�) ^ R(v; v�)ik = (vj � v�j)�@iff (v)� @iff (v�)�� (vi � v�i)�@jff (v)� @jff (v�)� :We multiply this identity by the test function '�(v�)f(v�), where '�will be chosen later on. Integrating in the variable v�, we obtain�vj @iff � vi@jff ��Z f'����@iff ��Z fvj'��+�@jff ��Z fvi'��= A� +B�vj + C�vi + Z �(v � v�) ^R(v; v�)�����k f�'�(v�) dv�;with 8><>:A� = R vj@if'� � R vi@jf'�;B� = � R @if'�;C� = R @jf'�:(31)For � in f1; 2; 3g, this is a linear 3 � 3 system of equations for thequantities vj @iff � vi@jff ; @iff ; @jff :



14 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIUsing Cramer's formulas, we get@jff = Det �R f'�;� R fvj'�; Z��Det �R f'�;� R fvj'�; R fvi'�� ;(32)whereZ� = A� +B�vj + C�vi + Z (v � v�) ^ R(v; v�)jk f�'�(v�) dv�:We now choose '1 = 1, '2 = �vj, '3 = vi. Assuming as before thatPij = Ti �ij, the denominator in the right{hand side of (32) isD = ������ R f � R fvj R fvi� R fvj R fv2j � R fvivjR fvi � R fvivj R fv2i ������ = ������ 1 0 00 Tj 00 0 Ti ������ = Ti Tj:Moreover, we immediately computeA = 0@ 000 1A ; B = 0@ 001 1A ; C = 0@ 010 1A ;and Det�Z f'�;�Z fvj'�; A� +B�vj + C�vi� = Tjvj:Thus, eq. (32) simply becomes@jff � vjTi = Det �R f'�;� R fvj'�; R (v � v�) ^R(v; v�)jk f�'�(v�) dv��TiTj :Taking the square of this expression, multiplying by f and integrat-ing with respect to v, we obtainZ �@jff � vjTi�2 f � 1T 2i T 2j�Z f ����Det�Z f'�;�Z fvj'�;Z (v � v�) ^ R(v; v�)jk f�'�(v�) dv������2 dv� 1T 2i T 2j Z f jjf jj2L12(R3) ����Z (v � v�) ^ R(v; v�)jk f�'�(v�) dv�����22 dv�(1 + 3)2T 2i T 2j Z dv f �Z dv� jv � v�j2R(v; v�)2f���Z dv� f�(1 + v2�)��(1 + 3)3T 2i T 2j Z Z dv dv� ff�jv � v�j2R(v; v�)2:(1 + 3 is here the sum of the moments of order 0 and 2 of f).



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 15On the other hand, since �(v�v�) is the orthogonal projection onto(v � v�)?,12 Z Z �(v � v�)�rff (v)� rff (v�)��rff (v)� rff (v�)� jv � v�j2 ff�=12 Z Z ����rff (v)� rff (v�)� �v;v�(v � v�)����2 jv � v�j2ff�;for a suitable function (v; v�) 7�! �v;v� . Therefore, noting that� � 12 (1 + 3)3 infi;j T 2i T 2j � 12 (1 + 3)3 infi T 4i > 0(thanks to the de�nition of Tj), we obtain for all i, j,D(f) � �Z �@jff � vjTi�2 f:Expanding the square, we �nd that the integral in the right-hand sideis simply Z (@jf)2f + TjT 2i � 2Ti :Summing up over i; j and dividing by 32, we getD(f) � �3  I(f) +Xi 1T 2i �Xi 2Ti! :But since Xi 1T 2i �Xi 2Ti + 3 =Xi � 1Ti � 1�2 � 0;we �nally �nd D(f) � �3 (I(f)� 3):Note that the coe�cient �=3 found with this method is much worsethan the coe�cient � found in the previous one.4. The trend towards equilibrium : overmaxwellian case>From now on, we shall consider classical solutions of the Landauequation on an arbitrary open time interval. We begin with a precisede�nition of these.De�nition 1: A solution f on R+t �RNv of the Landau equation issaid to be smooth if it belongs to C1((0;+1)t;S(RNv )) and if j log f j isbounded (for all t0; T > 0) by Ct0;T (1 + jvj2) when t 2 [t0; T ].



16 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIAs we said before, these assumptions are always satis�ed in the caseof hard potentials, modi�ed or not, under very weak assumptions onthe initial datum (see [13] for complete proofs in the case of hard po-tentials).It is now easy to obtain an explicit result of convergence. We usethe notation H(f jM) = H(f) �H(M).Theorem 3. Let f be a smooth solution (in the sense of de�nition 1)of the Landau equation with initial datum fin and overmaxwellian crosssection (i.e. 	(jzj) � jzj2). Then, for all time t > 0,H(f(t; �)jMfin) � e�2�0tH(finjMfin);(33) kf(t; �)�MfinkL1(RN) � e��0tp2H(finjMfin);(34)where �0 > 0 depends only on M(fin); E(fin) and H(fin), and can beexplicitly estimated from below.Proof. We �rst note that (34) is deduced from (33) by the well-knownCsiszar-Kullback inequality [9, 17, 22]. To obtain the theorem, it suf-�ces, as in [22], to use the logarithmic Sobolev inequality of [15], in theform I(f)� I(Mf ) � 2T fH(f jMf );which implies, thanks to theorem 1 (and proposition 2),� ddtH(f(t; �)jMfin) � 2�0H(f(t; �)jMfin):Finally, even if f does not belong to C([0;+1)t; L log L(RNv )), estimate(34) follows from the observation that for all time � > 0,H(f(�; �)jMfin) � H(finjMfin):Remark. An explicit lower bound on �0 can be computed thanks totheorem 1 (including proposition 2), the rescaling (20), and the classicalrelations between ~H , H(fin), E(fin) and M(fin). Of course, �0 is equalto � when Mf = M .As mentioned in the introduction, we now show that the return toequilibrium entails better entropy dissipation bounds, which in turnimprove the convergence towards equilibrium. One can prove for ex-ample the



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 17Theorem 4. Let f be a smooth solution (in the sense of de�nition 1)of the Landau equation with initial datum fin and overmaxwellian crosssection. Then for all time t > 0 and " > 0, there exists s > 0, and Cdepending only on supt jjf(t; �)jjL1s(RN), such that� ddtH(f(t; �)jMf ) �maxn2 (N � 1)�1� C H(f(t; �)jMf) 1�"2 �; 2�0o H(f(t; �)jMf ):Proof. We prove that for all direction i,Z f(v) v2i dv � 1 + CH(f jMf ) 1�"2 :The conclusion will follow by (28).Clearly, Z f(v) v2i dv � Z Mf (v) v2i dv + Z jf �Mf j jvj2:But for all R > 0,Z jf �Mf j jvj2 � R2 kf �MfkL1(RN) + jjf jjL1s(RN)Rs�2 :Choosing R = (jjf jjL1s(RN)=kf �MfkL1(RN))1=s, we getZ jf �M j jvj2 � C kf �Mk1�2=sL1(RN) � CH(f jMf )1=2�1=s:Remark.1. As a consequence of the appearance and (global in time) propa-gation of all moments in the case of modi�ed hard potentials, wesee that for su�ciently large times, the rate of exponential con-vergence in L1 norm in that situation can be taken bounded frombelow by (2 � ")(N � 1) for " > 0 as small as desired.2. In the case of Maxwellian molecules (i.e. 	(jzj) = jzj2), thesecond-order moments are explicitly computable and return ex-ponentially fast to their equilibrium value [24]. This implies thatthe rate of the trend to equilibrium is much better.



18 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI5. Improved resultsIn the preceding section, we used the entropy estimate to controlthe concentration of f . This method is quite natural, but, as we saw,leads to rather poor results. It turns out, surprisingly, that much morerealistic times are obtained when one controls this concentration by theuse of the entropy dissipation itself.To this purpose, we considerf 2 L12(RN) a nonnegative function withM(f) = 1, E(f) = N , and we limit ourselves to the overmaxwelliancase. Let us start again fromD(f) �Xi (N � Ti)Z (@if)2f �N(N � 1);and apply Lemma 1 to �ndD(f) �Xi N � TiTi �N(N � 1) = NXi 1Ti �N2;hence Xi 1Ti � N + D(f)N :Since we chose an orthonormal basis in which R fvivj = Ti�ij, thisproves theProposition 5. Let f 2 L12(RN) be a nonnegative function withM(f) =1, E(f) = N , and let Tf = infe2SN�1 R f(v)(v � e)2 dv. Then (under theovermaxwellian assumption 	(jzj) � jzj2),Tf � 1N + D(f)N :(35)Then we introduce this estimate in the (�rst) proof of theorem 1,and we getD(f) � Tf�I(f)� I(M)� � 2ND(f) +N2H(f jM):Thus D(f)2 +N2D(f) � 2NH(f jM) � 0:Since D(f) � 0, this inequality implies theProposition 6. Let f 2 L12(RN) be a nonnegative function withM(f) =1, E(f) = N . Then (under the overmaxwellian assumption 	(jzj) �



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 19jzj2), D(f) �r2N H(f jM) + N44 � N22 :(36)Now, let f be a classical solution of the Landau equation, with over-maxwellian potential, satisfying the previous normalizations of massand energy. The proposition above implies that H(f(t)jM) � y(t),where y is the solution of8>><>>:� _y =q2Ny + N44 � N22y(0) = y0 = H(finjM):(37)By standard computations, y is implicitly de�ned byt = Z y0y dzq2Nz + N44 � N22(38) = 1Nr2Ny0 + N44 + N2 ln r2Ny0 + N44 � N22 !� 1Nr2Ny + N44 � N22 ln r2Ny + N44 � N22 ! :Let C0 =p2Ny0 +N4=4 �N2=2 : since y � 0, (38) entailst � C0N + N2 ln C0q2Ny + N44 � N22 ;then y � 12N (�C0e 2N2C0e� 2N t + N22 �2 � N44 )= C202N e 4N2C0e� 4N t + NC02 e 2N2 C0e� 2N t:As a conclusion, using again the Csiszar-Kullback inequality, we haveproven the following re�nement of theorem 3.Theorem 7. Let f be a classical solution of the Landau equation withovermaxwellian potential in RN, and such that M(fin) = 1, E(fin) =N , H(fin) <1. Let M(v) = e�jvj2=2=(2�)N=2, andC0 =r2NH(finjM) + N44 � N22 :



20 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIThen, for all time t,kf(t)�MkL1 � �pNC0e 1N2C0� e� tN +� C0pN e 2N2C0� e� 2tN :(39)Remarks.1. The rate obtained, 1=N , di�ers from the rate of the linear Fokker-Planck equation @tf = (N � 1)r � (rf + fv) by a multiplicativefactor 1=N(N � 1). Of course, it is possible to combine this esti-mate with theorem 4 to obtain other estimates (more complicated)with an almost optimal rate.2. The idea of using the entropy dissipation to control the concen-tration of f is apparently due to Arkeryd and Nouri [3]; theirmotivation was to get L1 compactness estimates for solutions ofthe stationary Boltzmann equation in a (one-dimensional) slab, inthe absence of entropy estimate. In the present case, from Propo-sition 6 one immediately deduces that (in the overmaxwelliancase), if (fn) is a sequence of nonnegative functions such thatsupn[M(fn)+E(fn)+D(fn)] <1, then (fn) is weakly relativelycompact in L1.6. The trend towards equilibrium : the case of true hardpotentialsFor true hard potentials, (that is 	(z) = jzj2+), a new di�cultyarises from the fact that if jzj is close to 0, then 	(jzj) = jzj2+ isnegligible in front of jzj2. Because of that, when f is close to M , werecover an algebraic decay instead of an exponential one.Theorem 8. If f is a smooth solution (in the sense of de�nition 1)of the Landau equation with initial datum fin and true hard potentials(that is 	(jzj) = jzj2+ with  2 (0; 1)), then there exists �1; �2 > 0(depending only on N ,  and � of theorem 1), such that for all timet > 0,� ddtH(f(t; �)jMfin) � min��1H(f(t; �)jMfin); �2H(f(t; �)jMfin)1+ 2 �:In particular, for all time t > 0, there is a constant C depending onlyon , �1, �2 and H(fin), such thatH(f(t; �)jMfin) � C(1 + t)�2=:Proof. We consider only the case when f satis�es the normalization(19). For all " > 0, we have	(jzj) = jzj+2 � " z2 � "+2 1jzj�":(40)



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 21Estimating the entropy dissipation for 	 � 1 from above, we get (usingthe convolution structure)12 Z Z dv dv��(v � v�)ff��rff (v)� rff (v�)��rff (v)� rff (v�)�=Z Z dv dv��(v � v�)f�rf rff � Z Z dv dv��(v � v�)rf(v�)rf(v)=Z dv�(v)rfrff (v) + Z r2� f;where � = � � f , andr2�(z) =  Xij @ij�ij! � f = �(N � 1)(N � 2)jzj2 � f � 0:Since, in the sense of matrices,k�kL1 � k�kL1kfkL1 � 1;we obtain12 Z Z dv dv��(v � v�)ff��rff (v)� rff (v�)��rff (v)� rff (v�)� � I(f):(41)Therefore, in view of (40), and thanks to theorem 1,� ddtH(f(t; �)jMfin) � �0 "�I(f(t; �))� I(Mfin)�� "+2I(f(t; �))� �0�" � "+2�0 ��I(f(t; �))� I(Mfin)��N"+2;where we have used I(Mfin) = N . Choosing"2 = min��02 ; �04N�I(f(t; �))� I(Mfin)�� ;(42)we obtain� ddtH(f(t; �)jMfin) � �04 �I(f(t; �))� I(Mf in)�" :(43)Separating the cases when I(f(t; �))� I(Mfin) � 2N or not, we get theresult by (42) and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality.Remarks.



22 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI1. The convergence in theorem 8 actually holds in H1(RN) as soonas fin 2 L1s0(RN) for some s0 > 2=2++4. This is easily provedby induction, using the bounds found in [13], and elementary in-terpolation inequalities such askf �Mk2L2(RN) � kf �MkL1(RN)kf �MkL1(RN)� CNkf �MkL1(RN)kf �MkH N+22 (RN)andkf �Mk2Hk(RN) � CN Z j bf � cM j2(1 + j�j2)k� CN �Z j bf � cM j2�1=2�Z j bf � cM j2(1 + j�j2)2k�1=2� CNkf �MkL2(RN)kf �MkH2k(RN):2. In this theorem as well as in those of the previous section, theassumption that the solution of the Landau equation is smooth isnot absolutely necessary. As a general rule, entropy inequalitiesare usually true even with very weak solutions, due to the convexcharacter of the entropy production.We now turn to another problem, namely the uniform (in time) sta-bility of the solutions of the Landau equation with true hard potentials.The local (in time) stability is obtained in [13], as a consequence of re-sults of Gronwall type which also entail the uniqueness of the solution.Once the study of the long-time behaviour is done, we are now able toprove the following result.Theorem 9. Let fin; ~fin 2 L1r \ L2s(RN) with r > 3 + 4 + N , s >2+8+N , and f , ~f be the unique weak solutions of the Landau equationfor true hard potentials (that is, with 	(z) = jzj2+,  2 (0; 1)) andinitial data fin; ~fin. Then, for any given " > 0, there exists � > 0 suchthat if kfin � ~finkL1r\L2s � �, then supt>0 jj ~f(t)� f(t)jjL1(RN) � ":Proof. Note �rst that f !Mf is continuous from L12(RN) to L1(RN).Hence we take � > 0 in such a way thatjjMfin �M ~fin jjL1(RN) � "=3:Then, one of the consequences of theorem 8 is the convergence in L1of f(t; �) and ~f(t; �) to Mfin and M ~fin respectively, with rates thatare bounded by below explicitly, depending only on all second-ordermoments of fin, ~fin, and the associated entropies. Thus, one can �nd



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 23T" > 0 such that when t > T",jjf(t; �)�Mfin jjL1(RN) � "=3; jj ~f(t; �)�M ~finjjL1(RN) � "=3:Finally, thanks to the property of local (in time) stability of our equa-tion (Cf. [13]), there exists � > 0 such thatkfin � ~finkL1r\L2s � � =) jjf(t; �)� ~f (t; �)jjL1(RN) � "=3:for all t 2 [0; T"].Remark. As in [13], one can also obtain the stability with respect tothe cross section, in the sense that 	 may be replaced by~	(z) = jzj+2(1 + �(jzj));where � as well as its derivatives up to order 2 are small enough inL1([0;+1[).7. Poincar�e-type inequalities and applicationsThe aim of this section is to give two applications of the techniquespreviously developed in the context of the linearized Landau equation.These techniques enable us to precise estimates proven in [10] by De-gond and Lemou and to make some of the constants which appear inthose estimates more explicit.First, we recall the following Poincar�e{type inequality of [10]:Proposition 10. For all r > 0, one can �nd C(r) > 0 such that forany h 2 D(RN) verifying R M h = 0,Z (1 + jvj2)r=2M(v) jrh(v)j2 dv � C(r)Z M(v) jh(v)j2 dv:Thanks to a linearization of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality, onecan in fact prove theProposition 11. For any h 2 D(RN) verifying R M h = 0, one hasZ M(v) jrh(v)j2 dv � Z M(v) jh(v)j2 dv:(44)Proof. Let us write the logarithmic Sobolev inequality in the formZ f2" log f2" M � 2Z jrf"j2M +�Z f2" M� log�Z f2" M�;(45)where f" = 1 + " h and " > 0 is small enough.Developing (45) with respect to " when " ! 0, and keeping onlythe main order terms (that is, those in "2), we exactly recover propo-sition 11.



24 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIRemark.1. The assumption h 2 D(RN) can be replaced in propositions 10and 11 by a much weaker assumption. In fact, inequalities (44)and (45) hold as soon as they are well{de�ned.2. In a slightly more abstract setting, this result is known as theRothaus-Simon mass gap theorem (Cf. [20, 21, 16]).Let us now de�ne Lh = 2M�1 Q(M;M h), the usual linearized Lan-dau operator. Here Q is the symmetric bilinear form related to thequadratic Landau operator (2), namelyQ(f; g) = 12 @@vinZRN dv� aij(v � v�)�f� @g@vj (v) + g� @f@vj (v)(46) �g @f@vj (v�)� f @g@vj (v�)�o:We denote by ( ; ) the (weigthed L2) scalar product(f; g) = ZRN f gM dv:It is proven in [10] in the case of true hard potentials that L is coercitive(up to a known �nite dimensional vector space) with respect to thisscalar product. The sketch of the proof is the following : the operatoris decomposed as L = L1+L2, where L1 is a di�usion operator, and L2is a compact perturbation. The coercitiveness of L1 is a consequenceof proposition 10, and that of L a consequence of Weyl's theorem oncompact perturbations of operators. The constant of coercitiveness ofL is therefore not explicitly known.We show here how, in the simpler case of modi�ed hard potentials(or more generally for any overmaxwellian cross section), the followingexplicit estimate of coercitiveness holds,Proposition 12. In the case of overmaxwellian cross section (that is,when 	(z) � jzj2), one has for any h 2 D(RN) satisfying the assump-tion R M h0@ 1viv2 1A = 0@ 000 1A (for i = 1; ::; N),�(Lh; h) � 2 (N � 1) (h; h):(47)Proof. Thanks to theorem 1 and eq. (28) applied to f" = M (1 + " h)(with " > 0 small enough), one has�D(f") � � (H(f")�H(M)) = mini=1;::;N(N � T "i ) (H(f")�H(M));(48)



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 25where T "i = R f" v2i .Developing the terms of (48) with respect to " up to order 2, one�nds H(f")�H(M) = "2 Z h2M +O("3);D(f") = 2 "2 Z Q(M;M h)h+O("3);and T "i = 1 +O("):Letting " go to 0, we get eq. (47).This theorem gives a lower bound on the size of the spectral gap ofL in the case of overmaxwellian molecules. This should be comparedto the frame of the Boltzmann equation, in which the spectrum of thelinearized operator can be explicitly computed only for true Maxwellianmolecules [7].8. Entropy dissipation and regularity estimatesWe now show that under very weak assumptions, any solution fof the Landau equation for Maxwellian or hard potentials which is aweak cluster point of asymptotically grazing solutions of the Boltzmannequation (Cf. [13] for a precise de�nition) satis�espf 2 L2loc([0;+1)t;H1(RNv ))(Here the important point is that the initial time is included in the es-timate).Many di�erent assumptions on the type of the considered Boltzmannequation are possible. We restrict ourselves here to a typical example.Theorem 13. Let fin 2 L12 \ L log L(RN), and let (f ") be a family ofasymptotically grazing solutions of the Boltzmann equation with (cut-o�ed or uncuto�ed) hard potentials and initial datum fin (Cf. [13] fora precise de�nition, and the following notations).Assume in addition that all f " satisfy an entropy inequality, i.e.(49) 14 Z T0 dtZ dv dv� d� d� jv � v�j�"(�) �f 0"f 0�" � f "f "�� log f 0"f 0�"f "f�"� H(fin)�H(f "(T; �));Then, any cluster point f in L1(R+t ;L1(RNv )� w) satis�esrpf 2 L2loc([0;+1)t;H1(RNv )):Remarks.



26 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI1. For any initial datum fin 2 L12+�(RN) (with � > 0), such solutionsf " of Boltzmann equation always exist, and in addition f is a weaksolution of the Landau equation with 	(z) = jzj+2 (Cf. [26]).2. If there is uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for the Boltzmannequation with cross section B", then all solutions satisfy an en-tropy inequality. This holds in particular for cuto�ed cross sec-tions, i.e. �" 2 L1(0; �), in view of the results in [19] for instance.3. We think that most probably the conclusion of Theorem 13 failsif one does not assume that fin belongs to L log L. Think forexample of the fundamental solution E of the heat equation, whichsatis�es only krpEk2L2(RN) 2 L1;1(0; T ).Proof. The following result is proven in [26],12 Z T0 dtZ dv dv� a(v � v�)(r�r�)pff� (r�r�)pff�� lim14 Z T0 dtZ dv dv� d� d� �"(�) �f 0"f 0�" � f "f "�� log f 0"f 0�"f "f�" :In short, D(f) � limDB"(f ");where DB" is the entropy dissipation for the Boltzmann equation withcross section B". According to (49), the right-hand side is boundedby lim[H(fin)�H(f "(T; �))], which is in turn bounded from above byH(fin)�H(Mfin).Using estimate (43) (which does not require any smoothness assump-tion if the left-hand side is de�ned as the entropy production in thesense of appendix A) we getZ T0 dt I(f(t; �)) < +1;which is enough to conclude.Note that theorem 1 is used here (and only here in this paper) fornon smooth solutions of the Landau equation.Appendix A. Definition of the entropy dissipationWe have de�ned the entropy dissipation of a function f 2 L1(RN) asthe nonnegative quantity (possibly in�nite) (1=2)kKk2L2(RN�RN), whereK(v; v�) = 2�(v � v�)	1=2(jv � v�j) (r�r�)pff�:In order that this be meaningful, we must of course check thatK de�nesa distribution on RNv �RNv�. Since pff� belongs only to L2(RN�RN),



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 27it would seem that one needs to impose some smoothness assumptionson 	 for the product of distributions to make sense. But, followingremarks done in [26] (see also [23]), we shall show that this is not thecase, and that 	 only needs to be locally integrable. To that purpose,we shall use two key points of the structure of the Landau equation,namely the symmetry and the orthogonal projection.Let ' 2 C10 (RN �RN) be a smooth test function. We shall use thenotations ' = '(v; v�); '� = '(v�; v):First of all, by symmetry, since K(v�; v) = �K(v; v�),Z Z K(v; v�)'(v; v�) dv dv� = 12 Z Z K(v; v�) ('� '�)= Z Z �(v � v�)	1=2(jv � v�j)(r�r�)pff� ('� '�):Next, integrating by parts,Z Z K' =� Z Z (r�r�) ��(v � v�)	1=2(jv � v�j)pff� ('� '�)� Z Z �(v � v�) (r�r�)	1=2(jv � v�j)pff� ('� '�)� Z Z �(v � v�)	1=2(jv � v�j)pff�(r�r�)('� '�):Now, we note that the integral in the second line vanishes, because(r�r�)	1=2(jv � v�j) is proportional to v � v�, and lies therefore inthe kernel of �. Since(r�r�) ��(v � v�) = �2 (N � 1) (v � v�)=jv � v�j2;we getZ K' =(N � 1)Z Z v � v�jv � v�j2 	1=2(jv � v�j)pff� ('� '�)� Z Z �(v � v�)	1=2(jv � v�j)pff� (r�r�)('� '�):Sincepff� 2 L2 and '�'� = O(jv�v�j) (as a C1 function vanishingwhen v � v� = 0), we see that this de�nition is meaningful as soon as	1=2(jv � v�j) 2 L2loc(dv dv�), i.e.z 7�! 	(jzj) 2 L1loc(RN);(50)which is more than su�cient to cover all the physically interesting cases(see [26] for related ideas).



28 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIAppendix B. Approximation of the entropy dissipationTo prove rigorously theorem 1 in the case when f is not smooth, weneed the following lemma (we note � = �(v � v�)).Lemma 2. Let f be a nonnegative function belonging to L12(RN), andlet us consider the Landau operator in the case of Maxwellian molecules(that is, when 	(jzj) = jzj2). Then there exists a sequence of smoothfunctions f " such that f " �! f in L1(RN) and D(f ") �! D(f) 2[0;+1]. More precisely, f " can be chosen in D(RN), or in S(RN) withj log f "j � C" (1 + jvj2).Remarks. This lemma also holds for hard potentials, and in fact fora very large class of cross sections, provided that f lies in a restrictedclass of functions (for example L12+(RN) for hard potentials).Proof. First note that the result is clear ifD(f) = +1. Indeed, if thereexisted a sequence f " converging towards f without D(f ") going toin�nity, one could extract a subsequence, still denoted f ", withD(f ") �C, and by standard convexity arguments D(f) would be �nite (at leastif pf " converges towards pf in L2(RN)).Hence, let us assume that D(f) < +1.We de�ne f� = f ��; f�;� = �pf �� � ���2;where ��(v) = �(� v) is a smooth truncation function which is iden-tically 1 for jvj � ��1, and identically 0 for jvj � 2 ��1, and ��(v) =��N�(��1 v) is an approximation of the identity for the convolution.The function � is chosen either compactly supported, or a centerednormalized Maxwellian, in order to get the two versions of the lemma.For a given � > 0, the convergence of D(f�;�) towards D(f�) is asimple consequence of the following classical result (in the case when �is compactly supported, Cf. [14] for instance),b 2 W 1;1; g 2 L2 =) b (rg) � �� � (brg) � �� �! 0 in L2loc;applied with b = � jv�v�j, and g =qf�;� f�;�� . When � is a Maxwellian,this result also holds with a slightly di�erent proof.It remains to check the convergence of D(f�) towards D(f). It holdsbecause by assumption D(f) is �nite and f 2 L12(RN).Finally, we choose f " = f�(");", with �(") de�ned in a convenientway, to get the theorem. Note that log(f ") is at most quadratically
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